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About This Game

Pirate is a game, that will turn you into young captain Chris Workett, the privateer from England. By happenstance and on the
order of Crown he have to complete an important mission for the benefit of England. He is departing to the New World as

Crown want him to do…
It’s time to fit on the role of captain – recruit best sea dogs, sink your enemies’ ships, fight for the glory of His Majesty and join

the history as the Terror of the Seas!

Gameplay will captivate you in a minute... Fit on the role of the pirate!
Dynamic Sea Battles between two great countries in endless marine vast.

Don’t forget about foodstuffs and equipment!
Easy and thought over controls.

Robbery, the sea of rum and other charms of pirate’s life…Fight your enemies, grapple with their ships of sink them!
Alternation of day and night.
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System recommendations:
ОС: Windows XP/Windows Vista/Windows 7/8/10

Processor(CPU): 1.0Ghz or better
Graphics Cards: GeForce 6200

HDD: 80 Mb

Pirate – это игра, которая даст вам почувствовать себя в шкуре молодого капитана – Криса Уоркета – капера на службе
у Англии. По воле судьбы и короля ему предстоит выполнить важное поручение на благо Англии, за этим он

отправляется в Новый Свет...
Почувствуйте себя настоящим капитаном - пополняйте команду матёрыми морскими волками, отправляйте вражеские

корабли на морскую бездну, сражайтесь во славу Его Величества и войдите в историю как гроза Карибского моря!

Захватывающий геймплей - почувствуйте себя настоящим пиратом!
Динамичные морские сражения между двумя великими державами на бескрайних морских просторах.

Знаменитые порты Карибского моря.
Не забывайте пополнять снаряжение и провиант!

Продуманное и простое управление.
Грабеж, разбой, ром и другие прелести пиратской жизни! Нападайте на вражеские суда! Берите их на абордаж или

отправляйте на дно!

Системные требования:
ОС: Windows XP/Windows Vista/Windows 7/8/10

Процессор(CPU): 1.0Ghz или больше
Видеокарта: GeForce 6200 или лучше

Место на жестком диске: Не менее 80 Мб
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Title: Pirates of corsairs
Genre: Action, Indie, Simulation
Developer:
Plan B
Publisher:
Plan B
Release Date: 30 Nov, 2018

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS: Windows XP/Windows Vista/Windows 7/8/10

Processor: Processor(CPU): 1.0Ghz or better

Memory: 256 MB RAM

Graphics: Graphics Cards: GeForce 6200

Storage: 100 MB available space

English,Russian
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I would give it a thumbs up cause this game when it came out was better than BF2 and that is an amazing complement. I have
the retail version from when it came out. I just bought it in steam cause my cd is messed up. I thought I was gonna be able to go
online but you cant no more. you can only do LAN. Also this game says it has coop but it is not true. No coop at all. But omg
you shouldve seen this game when it was active. very amazing. Surprisingly addictive! The first game I played first on Steam
that I've completed. The decisions that impact the endings made me restart because I wasn't happy with what I chose (and often,
you wind up choosing before you realize it). Almost want to play again to try something completely different with the class set-
up. And the early choice between Artifacts, Airship, or Key of Time impacts the way you play the entirely game.

The story is not the driving factor in the game (something something kill the bad guy), but each town has a sort of identity. And
what you choose to do will determine what happens to those places. Not every result is as obvious as you'd think!

I bought it on sale, but having played it, I would have paid full price, as I am sure I will go back and replay this again.. oh it's
BAD alright. Ugggh...
I love, love, love the original Larn, and so very much wanted to like this version... but this game isn't really good. It's missing
useful features from the old versions and the stuff that's been added doesn't make the game any better. In fact, the game omits
certain things that make the original game play better (showing what floor tiles you've seen, being able to unwield a weapon,
etc.)

(As an aside, there's also the concern that this game uses code from the original, which cannot be used in a commercial project.
It's probably a full-blown rewrite, but it plays distressingly similar to the original. Also, I don't know what the legal (or ethical)
situation is in using nearly the same name as the original without permission of the original author or his family...)

Seriously, if you really want to play a Larn (and you should, they are great introductory-level roguelikes with some unique
features), or if you have nostalgia for the original, just play the old DOS version, find a modern source port, or play the browser-
based one. The addition of mediocre graphics doesn't justify spending money on this.. Scenarios? What Scenarios a few quick
drive options? Rubbish and not worth the money.. Its a really great game but you can clearly see it isnt finished yet
There are a couple of problems with it right now:
-Chrashes every ten minutes and i dont know why.
-When playing multiplayer halfe of the time only one person can pick up the baby and thus complete the level, Then the other
person has to run through the level again to complete it.
-Some minor lighting glitches
-When iI crash I lose my weapon I picked up (This could maybe be an intended game feature though)
Other than that its amazing for its price and when it fully releases it will be a truly great game.
Really fun and nice to play with friends.

I recommend this game to anyone, But maybe you should wait a bit.

But still
10\/10 M8
Such game, Very great, Wow. I love every bit of this game the controls the smothness the mosic everything but if 5 episodes are
it im going to be very dissapoited so please tell me 1. your going to make a workshop for this so people can make levels 2. make
every comic so we can get our moneys worth 20 dollars for 5 epis0des come on pls so definitly buy this game. This game is
awesome! If you like shooting (and have a strong heart) I totally recommend this. Don't get fooled by early stages that the game
is slow and too easy, it does get more intense later and you WILL fight for your life.

I really enjoy it a lot and wanted to thank the developers for making it AND fixing the bugs so quickly. I hope you guys will
make a sequel, or some DLC at least, cause I definitely want more! :D
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I haven't played this game much but it is amazing as far as there are any concerns the only ones i can come up with are: Tutorials
don't do much and that there arent much people on it. It's amazing.. The story and setting are peerless. The gameplay is also very
good... for a while. Eventually, it falls behind, and the complex, unforgiving gameplay combined with the gltichpunk aesthetic
start to get annoying.

If this game's lenght was a sixth of what I assume to be (based on the amount of levels in a chapter), or if its Story Mode
allowed you to skip levels instead of merely removing a single element, I'd hail it as one of the must-play games of 2018. As it
stands, instead I suggest you watch a YouTube video on it and let a shouting teenager deal with its levels for you.. I would so
love to give this game a positive review, however I have been stuck "exploring the hospital" my entire gameplay and there are
only so many times you can walk into the few rooms before being bored and giving up. Maybe I am missing something, I
checked the walkthrough and there was nothing there, checked the forum and nothing there, read other reviews and am
wondering how people have gotten out of the boring hell that I seem to be in in this game.

IF I can find a way to have some form of action in this game, I'll be able to give it a better review. As of now, my review rating
is incomplete, awaiting future tries.. WARNING TO PEOPLE ON WINDOWS 8:

I followed all the steps on the community forums etc as to how to make this game compatible and make it run and still no luck!
Steam is a great gaming service however they really need to crack down on selling broken games and make sure they are
compatible with all operating systems.

Id advise you to stay away from this one!. Worst discord mod ever ---> Bad community. Literally the community will ruin your
gaming experience. Some how people can't accept the fact that I beat one of the highest rank player ONCE. And I specificly
said once but, I guess it's too much for them to take. IDK what's the big deal about it.
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